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“Can’t you see all the power, all the 

possibility behind football? The 

communists did. But they couldn’t use it 

the right way.” 

 

In the summer of 1954, just one 

year after the legendary “Match of the 

Century” against England that brought 

the astonishing 6:3 result in favour of 

Hungary, the People’s Republic of 

Hungary is preparing for yet another 

football victory, the the FIFA World Cup 

finals. Everyone is certain that the Golden 

Team, also known as the Magical Magyars, led by Ferenc Puskás, will win the final match, so the 

whole country is participating in the preparations for the celebration of the would-be world 

champions, from the highest levels of the Communist Party down to the most humble 

communities in tenement houses. 

But when the dream of the much anticipated victory fades away with the last minutes of the 

lost match in Berne, the enormous numbers of football fans start marching and yelling in the 

streets of Budapest in a demonstration that soon escalates into something nobody would have 

guessed could ever happen in socialist Hungary, as some ever shout the word “revolution”. 

The historical novel of Szabolcs Benedek recounts this fascinating and forgotten episode of 

Hungary’s recent past through the colourful (and often mismatched) inhabitants of a typical 

Budapest tenement house: the ex-Nazi communist enthusiast who now acts as porter of the 

house, the retired military man of the ancien régime, and the Jewish couple who survived the 

camps of Nazi Germany. 

Was this “soccerialist revolution” a simple outburst of football hysteria, or the first sign of 

something that would become a real revolution in 1956? Was it a dress rehearsal for riot control, 

or the first moment of liberty? Nobody knows, but this novel helps us imagine how it was there 

and then, right in the centre of events. 

  



 

FROM THE PRESS 

 

“A novel about very old times, a time when – at least that’s what they say – hundreds of 

thousands went to see soccer matches, when this game was all part of our lives, and a goal, a shy 

(not a ’throw-in’!) could have fundamental consequence on the fate of the nation or a love affair. A 

rich novel that contains national destiny, love, shys, goals, hundred-thousand crowds.” 

Péter Esterházy 

 

“This novel is first and foremost a light-hearted, humorous and reader-friendly book infused 

with subtle irony.” 

Ádán Lénárt, Revizor Online 

 

“There is probably no other country in the world where a silver medal is as unequivocally 

considered a failure as in Hungary. The thing that is a well-deserved success everywhere else is a 

tragedy here. And the most painful silver medal in all the history of Hungarian sports is 

undoubtedly the one we got when we lost the 1954 FIFA World Cup finals. Szabolcs Benedek uses 

this grave event as the basis for his graceful, well-written and self-confident novel.” 

Márton Benedek, kotvefuzve.hu 
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THE GREAT SOCCERIALIST REVOLUTION 
Chapter one 

 

What had been once the maid’s staircase was now used mainly by the rats that came up from the 

air raid shelter for some fresh air. The railings that clutched those stairs had large gaps in them 

since the war. It was completely missing between the ground floor and the first floor, and partially 

missing between the first and second floors. There was a time when the tenants seemed to 

remember that it was the Russians who took the iron bars away, comrade Balla on the other hand 

informed them that they were wrong, for it was the fascists, who were wicked enough to carry the 

parts of the railings with them to the West, where soon all pieces became plunder of war for the 

Americans. The whole thing had probably been shipped over the ocean already and built into the 

fence of some blood-sucking capitalist or other. Furthermore, some of the steps were cracked, 

hardly any flakes remained of the plaster on the walls running along their side, and no-one had 

been able to fix the lights since the siege.  

Further out, the railings of the open corridor also wobbled considerably at certain places, they 

looked as though they could give way any time, and the corridor was used by a lot more people, 

who were willing to take the risk of tripping on the gaps left by missing floor tiles. Because of the 

wobbly railings comrade Balla cautioned the tenants to take great care, what’s more, for people 

who smoked or chatted on the corridors, he outright forbade leaning on the railings at certain 



 

nooks. Anyone who had been absent from the tenants meeting where this had been discussed and 

would consequently suffer an accident, had only himself to blame, and importantly, would be 

liable for the damages caused to the community. No need to panic, by the way, the work brigade 

that is to reinforce the railings is being organized, this, however, requires the patience of the 

comrade tenants, we are not doing slipshod jobs after all, like they did in reactionary times, we 

start by precise, careful planning.  

The widowed Mrs. Kohár did not use the back staircase either, although she was the one living 

closest to it, she even had to open the door each time with a broom in her hand, so she could 

chase away the rats snoozing in front of her flat, should there be any. Truth be told, she never 

used the other staircase, the one close to the house entrance either. She had no reason to do so – 

although she had been living in the house for decades, she could not even recall having been on 

any of the upper floors. Maybe she never did go up. Her take on the matter was: if she has no 

reason to go, why should she? If anything of importance happened upstairs, it was visible from 

down below. And unimportant things were better to be ignorant about. The darkness in the rear 

of the yard did not especially bother her either. One gets used to a lot more than one would think, 

and compared to conditions that had prevailed in these parts not so long ago, rats lounging in 

front of the threshold and a corner in the yard that is mostly avoided by sunlight are a walk in the 

park. And there was an hour or two in the early afternoon during which sunlight reached the very 

back of the yard covered with yellow clinker. In case, of course, it did not rain, or at least no clouds 

covered the sky. Like they did countless times in the last few days. Fortunately, however, the sun 

did come out now, and the weather tried to act like summer at last. The radio said it wouldn’t rain 

any more that day, and no scorching heat is to be expected either. All obstacles were therefore 

out of the way for a nice and merry Sunday afternoon.  

Mrs. Kohár stepped out from her flat, propped the broom by the doorpost – no need for it this 

time – and with her hand felt the soil underneath the geraniums on the window sill. It was still wet 

from the rain on Saturday. No need to water them yet. The three geraniums dwelled in a not too 

large, partly decayed flower box, the sides of which comrade Balla nailed together with a strong 

nail on each side, after Mrs. Kohár had repeatedly asked him to do so. This way the soil stayed 

inside the box, which in turn became more or less usable.  

The flower box originated from the second floor, where there was ample light for growing 

flowers, and where in the days of yore the inhabitants could afford the decadent luxury of beauty 

and aesthetics. At the dawn of the new era and as its condition deteriorated, the flower box 

drifted down to the ground floor, and somehow ended up with Mrs. Kohár, who lifted it off every 

afternoon from the sill of the only window of her flat, and placed it on the floor, precisely where 

the strip of light on the yellow clinker tiles marked the narrow province of sunshine in the yard.  

The strip of light wandered slowly with the passing of time and finally disappeared altogether, 

but as long as it was there Mrs. Kohár followed its movement from her stool in front of her door, 

and shifted the geraniums accordingly.  

“Good day.” 



 

Mrs. Kohár meticulously aligned the box to the edge of the strip, and she puffed once before 

looking up to find Mrs. Schwarz, who watched her from the first floor while she leaned on the 

railing with a lit cigarette in her hand.  

Apparently that stretch had not yet been declared dangerous by comrade Balla.  

”Good day.” 

”What did you have for lunch then?” 

„What d’you think?” Mrs. Kohár shrugged her shoulders. “Potatoes.”  

“Again?” 

“Potatoes is fine. Have you something against potatoes?” 

Mrs. Schwarz, perhaps unintentionally blew a biggish smoke ring in Mrs. Kohár’s direction.  

“That’s what you had yesterday.” 

“And will do for a while. Me son-in-law brought me a wee sack.”  

Mrs. Schawrz shook her head. It was impossible to say whether it was a gesture of envy or 

disapproval.  

“You are one lucky woman, like I always say.” 

In the spur of the moment Mrs. Kohár could not recall Mrs. Schwarz mentioning her luck 

before, but she kept this to herself.  

“‘Cos of the potato?” 

“Not only that. Because you have such a swell son-in-law. A hard-working boy.” 

“They’re working in the country right now”, Mrs. Kohár explained somewhat apologetically. 

“They go with a lorry, and always pass here on the ring road, and then me son-in-law asks the 

driver to pop in here, just for a sec. Only yesterday, he jumped off the lorry, brought me the sack, 

and off they were. But he came today too, he did.”  

Mrs. Kohár felt the back of her head with her fingers. Looking upwards with a twisted neck for 

a long time is rather exhausting, painful even, and not only after a certain age.  

“Does he always look in on his mother-in-law?” 

“Like I says, he came today as well, ‘cos yesterday I didn’t pay for the potatoes, when he 

brought them. He was in such a hurry that I had no time to get me money. I paid him today.” 

“Was it not for free then? Not a gift?” 

“Oh, no! I cannot expect that. He didn’t get it for free either, now did he?” 

Another sizeable smoke ring sank in Mrs. Kohár’s direction from the first floor.  

“But you did say they make a nice little sum.” 

“They can’t complain.”  

“Your son-in-law is a Stakhanovist, isn’t he?” 

“Even got an award.”  

“A Kossuth award?” 

“No, ‘twas something else, but he got an award.”  

“Got any money with it?” 

“Not much. But came in handy, ‘cos the peace loan was due.”  

There was silence for a while, only a pigeon cooed tirelessly in the lonely, shriveled holly tree 

standing in the somewhat brighter front corner of the yard, as if it had realized that the peace loan 



 

was mentioned. Mrs. Kohár figured that the conversation was over, so she touched the back of her 

head once again, after which she pulled the stool from the wall and made herself comfortable. She 

tried to see whether the strip of light was still aligned with the edge of the flower box. 

“What is it again that your daughter does nowadays?” 

Mrs. Kohár flinched. She was surprised by Mrs. Schwarz’s question, they had been silent for 

such a long time, she didn’t think Mrs. Schwarz was still outside. Anyway, she decided not to stand 

up for Mrs. Schwarz’s sake, she’d remain seated.  

“Works in the same factory. That’s where they met. Only he’s at another division, you see. The 

foundry.” 

“Nice profession.”  

“It is.”  

“But hard.” 

“Well, one has to work. We worked, me husband and I, our whole lives. We were only glad if 

we had a job. At least they don’t have to worry about that.”  

“What really counts is happiness.” 

“So true.”  

“Time for a grandchild soon.”  

Mrs. Kohár bent down and shifted the flower box a few inches. The geraniums were practically 

bathing in the early afternoon sunlight. Once the smoke of the Plan cigarette disperses, one will be 

able to smell their scent.  

In the meantime she wondered if there had been a hint of sarcasm in Mrs. Schwarz’s remark, 

or did she only imagine it? 

“It will come sooner or later.”  

“For how long did you say they were married?” 

“Two years.” 

“And still nothing?” 

Mrs. Kohár replied after a brief pause.  

“There’s a time for everything. Death and birth. You know very well, Mrs. Schwarz, it is 

written.”  

“Written? Where is it written, Mrs. Kohár?” 

Mrs. Shwarz’s question sounded just like an arrow hitting target.  

“That’s what we were taught in school.” Mrs. Kohár’s gaze wandered to the far end of the 

yard, to the shriveled holly tree. For a few long moments the cooing of the pigeon was the only 

sound again. Mrs. Kohár shut her eyes briefly, but quickly opened them, because she was afraid 

she might fall asleep instantly. And that would be bad, the geraniums would miss out on the light. 

“What did you have for lunch, Mrs. Schwarz?” 

“Potatoes.” 

“Again?” 

“Yesterday I made soup out of it. Today we had it with sour cream.”  

“Did your husband like it then?” 



 

“He never said he didn’t. But he can’t really be bothered. He eats anything that lands on the 

table. We are not at all picky. We have learnt not to be. Besides, I don’t think my husband noticed 

what he was eating. He was so wrapped up in his thoughts.” 

“Thinks about work at home as well?” 

“Of course. That too. But now the game is number one.”  

Mrs. Kohár looked up, but then she quickly sank her head again, realizing that if Mrs. Schwarz 

lighted another cigarette, the ash would drop into her eyes. She didn’t mind about the headscarf, 

which was quite weathered anyway.  

“Will there be another game?” 

“Yes, another one.”  

“Against the English?” 

“Why the English?” 

“That’s who they played against last time. Me son-in-law was there.”  

“Really?” Mrs. Schwarz sounded nervous. “You have not mentioned that.”  

“No? He applied for a ticket and got one, ‘cos he’s a Stakhanovist.”  

“He is lucky too.”  

Mrs. Kohár bit her lips. She shouldn’t have bragged.  

“Hard-working, I’d say. The whole factory wanted to go, but that can’t be done. Only those 

who deserved it were allowed to buy tickets. You know what me son-in-law said, by the way? That 

the English arrived at noon, but when they left, it was seven to one. Get it?” 

She jabbered all of this with a single breath, gasping for air by the time she finished. No energy 

left for laughter.  

“My husband would have liked to go too”, Mrs. Shwarz declared irately.  

“And he didn’t?” 

“Not at all!” Mrs. Schwarz was suddenly on the brink of yelling. “Can you imagine, Mrs. Kohár, 

he of all people, who’s been going to games since he was a child! Sometimes the games of the 

national league, sometimes to see MTK… that is… well… you know… the Budapest Red Flag. He is 

the greatest supporter in the whole city! And when to English come for the return game after their 

defeat last fall, he cannot go, for to whomever he turns to, he is told tickets are sold out.”  

Should Mrs. Kohár have glanced upwards at this moment, she could have seen Mrs. Schwarz’s 

face turning quite red. She did not glance upwards, but she did take note of the pigeon falling 

silent in the holly tree.  

“The whole country could not have gone to the game, Mrs. Schwarz, you know that yourself.”  

Mrs. Schwarz puffed heavily like a steam engine.  

She continued with the same volume and vehemence.  

“I do know that, Mrs. Kohár, of course I do, but it is still unfair that an experienced and loyal 

supporter such as my husband does not get to go to an important game like that because tickets 

are handed out to people willy-nilly who don’t even know what offside means…” 

Mrs. Kohár finally looked up. Her eyes met Mrs. Schwarz’s glare.  

“Do you know then?” 

“Of course I do! I know everything about football. My husband taught me everything.”  



 

“But them tickets were not handed out! Me son-in-law had to pay.”  

“But it was decided who could buy them. And so my poor husband missed out on the English.”  

“Don’t you say me son-in-law is to blame for that…” 

“I’m not saying that. But one thing is for sure, there were people out there who did not know 

the first thing about it all.”  

By this point Mrs. Kohár was almost shouting as well.  

“Go on! Everybody knows about football.”  

“Really? Does that mean you too?” 

The pigeon flew up from the holly tree with an indignant flutter of wings and left the yard. 

Before answering, Mrs. Kohár followed the bird with her gaze until it disappeared over the roof 

and the chimneys.  

“Me son-in-law talks a lot about Puskás.”  

“And yet you don’t know who we’re playing against tonight! No, Mrs. Kohár, not the English. 

That’s water under the bridge. And where are the English anyway? They are nowhere. After we 

spanked them twice in a row, they won’t even dare to kick a ball in their shame for a while. We, on 

the other hand, are playing in the finals tonight. Do you understand, Mrs. Kohár? Finals!” 

Mrs. Schwarz was panting as if she had just run a lap in the yard. Which, considering her 

weight, was hard to imagine. At least for Mrs. Kohár. 

“Really, now that you mention it… Comrade Balla did say something about celebrations 

tonight…” 

“That’s right.”  

“But what if we won’t.” 

“Won’t what?” 

“Won’t be celebrating.”  

“Why wouldn’t we be celebrating?” Mrs. Schwarz clapped her hands. “Will the success of 

Hungarian athletes not make you happy?” 

“Of course… But what if they lose?” 

Mrs. Kohár guessed she must had said something grave, as Mrs. Schwarz was unable to speak 

for seconds that felt like an eternity. It wasn’t only her face that was red, her forehead turned 

crimson too. She was obviously gasping for air.  

“Well, Mrs. Kohár, you really don’t know the first thing about football, or you wouldn’t be 

speaking such nonsense!” 

“Comrades, comrades, what is all this racket?” 

The voice came from the middle of the yard.  

Neither of them noticed comrade Balla emerging from the caretaker’s flat. In their defense, his 

arrival was usually unnoticed. Comrade Balla simply appeared and ambushed mercilessly if he had 

to. And he often had to. His chief weapon was alertness. He often even said: the trait of a good 

communist is that besides being alert himself, he cautions others to be alert as well. One has to be 

prepared all the time, because sometimes the parties involved do not grasp, that what they deem 

to be a trivial argument, a row, is indeed the result of the persistent scheming of the enemy. One 



 

therefore has to be prepared, of course not like the boy scouts from the era of Horthy’s fascism, 

but in a similar manner. 

Mrs. Schwarz and the widowed Mrs. Kohár were not prepared, at least not sufficiently, so they 

both watched in silent amazement as comrade Balla approached them with soldierly steps, while 

adjusting the straps of the ribbed beater on his shoulders, running his hand over his crew cut and 

looking at each of them demandingly.  

“Good day, comrade Balla.” The recent boisterousness disappeared without a trace from Mrs. 

Schwarz’s voice. She spoke so softly that even the pigeon could have returned to the holly tree. 

“We only had a conversation, Mrs. Kohár and I…” 

“But in what manner? This is a time of rest, comrades, but you make rest impossible! You are 

so loud, one would have thought there were much more of you. Whatever got you so agitated? 

Are the imperialists attacking?” 

By this last sentence (which was a catchphrase that comrade Balla used often) Mrs. Schwarz 

was reminded of her father and how he always mentioned the Habsburgs at occasions like this.  

What is this hullabaloo, children? Are the Habsburgs attacking? 

And when he advised them to be calm and patient, he always said, no need to hurry, the Turks 

are still in Istanbul. Poor man had no idea that no sooner did the dust of history settle on the 

Habsburgs and the Turks, than a much fiercer enemy started sharpening its claws with its sight set 

on the working classes. None other, than the reactionary bourgeoisie allied with clerics and fallen 

feudalists.  

“I only sat out here for a while to breathe some fresh air after lunch, when Mrs. Schwarz…” 

Hearing her name, Mrs. Schwarz suddenly stopped her musings.  

“Comrade Balla, do you know what Mrs. Kohár just said?” Her voice was screeching once more, 

so even if the pigeon had been vaguely considering returning to the tree, it certainly abandoned 

those plans now. “That we won’t win tonight!” 

Mrs. Kohár realized she was still seated. She jumped up from the stool as if she had seen a rat 

on the yellow clinker tiles. She stood in attention in front of comrade Balla.  

“But no, I said nothing of the sort. I just asked Mrs. Schwarz what if…” 

“Comrade Balla, is this not sabotage in your view?” 

With his right hand comrade Balla gave one end of his mustache a twirl. He often had trouble 

with his facial hair.  

When he shaved it, his wife always said that his flat face looked like a spread out crepe waiting 

for its filling. She’d know what that looked like, she used to bake them by the ton in the baron’s 

kitchen. On the other hand, the end of his mustache kept curling upwards, which – according to 

people at the district party commission – made him look like a gendarme, or on a more permissive 

note, a burgher, as this mustache shape was fashionable in the era of the damned Monarchy, 

would comrade Balla please trim the ends. But when he did take a pair of scissors and truncated 

the mustache, he was taken aback to discover that the mustache now became like the one Hitler 

used to wear. Fortunately the politics of the new phase commenced in the meantime, and for the 

time being comrade Balla’s mustache was off the agenda.  



 

“Calm down, comrades, calm down! Why are you shouting from up there, Mrs. Schwarz? Are 

the imperialists attacking? Do you have nothing to do?” 

“I also came to breathe some fresh air after lunch”, Mrs. Schwarz said resentfully. “My 

husband laid down a bit, so I thought…” 

“You thought wrong. You did see the announcement on the main door, did you not? I put it 

there this morning. You did read it, right?” 

“Of course I read it, comrade Balla.”  

“In that case you saw that I very clearly stated that we would be celebrating the world 

championship of the Hungarian footballers tonight. In our own nice and quiet manner. But I 

requested an afternoon of rest from the comrades living in this house so that on Monday 

everybody could resume work with double the vitality, filled with joy over our victory. Did I not 

make myself clear, Mrs. Schwarz?” 

Mrs. Schwarz felt very tiny at this point.  

“Yes, you did…” 

“Well then, please act accordingly, comrades.” 

“Everything will be as you please, comrade Balla…” 

“I should hope so.” 

Comrade Balla nodded, turned his back to the women, and was about to head back with 

squishy steps in his oversized galoshes inside which he was barefoot. But he was forced to halt and 

turn back, because (as he reflected more than a little irate) that chatterbox of a woman, Mrs. 

Schwarz was unable to restrain herself from speaking again.  

“Will everybody be celebrating, comrade Balla?” 

Comrade Balla swallowed once. He decided to keep his cool.  

“Everybody. Except for people working the night shift, of course.”  

“You know, comrade Balla, the only reason I engaged in argument with comrade Mrs. Kohar 

was, as I have already mentioned, she suggested the possibility that there would be no 

celebration…” 

“I repeat: the celebration will be held under all circumstances.” 

“I myself share that view, but Mrs. Kohár…” 

“But, please, I meant no harm, all I…” 

Comrade Balla shook his head with a benevolent smile on his face.  

“Keep calm, Mrs. Kohár! No need to be afraid, we do not eat people. We do not want to start 

telling the future, either, you are right, let us keep a distance from these outdated, superstitious 

means. Instead of future telling, we have planning. Specific and precise, based on reliable data and 

prediction. And these quite clearly point to the fact that the Hungarian national football league 

will win the finals of the world cup tonight. It simply cannot happen otherwise. It stands clear for 

all that our team has a better chance to win, and we also know, as they have proven it on 

countless occasions, that we can maximally trust these footballers. They know their duty, they 

know what the country, the party and the people expect from them. And they will act accordingly 

tonight in Switzerland.” 



 

“We are playing against fascists again!” the encouraged voice of Mrs. Schwarz hollered from 

the first floor.  

The expression of the kind schoolteacher did not vanish from comrade Balla’s face.  

“Mrs. Schwarz, please, do not talk politics! Everybody should stick to their own lasts.”  

It seems as if Mrs. Kohár was about to remark on this, but comrade Balla stopped her with a 

wave of his hand. He gestured for her to sit down.  

“Against the imperialists then”, said Mrs. Schwarz. “I don’t mind what we call them. They’re all 

the same.”  

Mrs. Kohár stood up again.  

“Them English were here not long ago. They arrived at noon, but when they left, it was seven 

to one. Me son-in-law said it like that.” 

“No, Mrs. Kohár”, comrade Balla said soothingly, ”this time we are really not playing against 

the English…” 

“I’ve already told her!” 

The screeching from the first floor was unable to ruffle comrade Balla’s unshakeable 

equanimity. 

“We are playing against the West-German national league.” 

“That we beat recently. During the qualifiers. Am I right, comrade Balla? What was the result 

again? Me and my husband listened to it, but, alas, I don’t remember it all exactly, because since 

then we had Brazil, and… who else…” 

Comrade Balla gave his mustache another twirl. It was a sign of mild nervousness.  

“Two weeks ago we beat the FRG national league eight-to-one during the qualifiers.” He was 

still explaining to Mrs. Kohár standing in front of him in attention, he looked straight at her, never 

glanced up. “Since then we have defeated Brazil and Uruguay as well, what’s more, Puskás was 

unable to play due to an injury. But today he will be on the pitch. The radio announced it at noon.”  

“Puskás”, Mrs. Kohár said.  

Comrade Balla’s face and voice was filled with encouragement.  

“None other!” 

Mrs. Kohár strived to smile with him.  

“Him I know too.” 

“Splendid. Do you now see, Mrs. Kohár, why we can be sure of our victory? Our team has won 

it all: Olympics, Europe cup, everything. Once they even played a draw with the Soviet comrades. 

Every reasonable calculation, deliberation and planning point to the fact that they will win the 

world cup as well. From five in the afternoon we will all listen to the radio broadcast here in the 

yard, and then we’ll celebrate. Humbly, decently, as one should.”  

“My husband has two radio sets!” Mrs. Schwarz announced this in a voice that was seemingly 

meant for all the tenants in the whole building. “Last time, when he was unable to go to the game 

with the English, he quickly bought a second one, should the old one break down in the middle of 

the broadcast.”  



 

Comrade Balla finally lifted his head. The way he stared at Mrs. Schwarz almost made her drop 

the second Plan cigarette that she had lighted in the meantime. She even backed half a step 

towards the door of her flat.  

“There will be a radio set, I’ll see to it myself. But now, comrades, I have to ask you once more 

to stop disturbing the peace of the house, the imperialists are not attacking, so let us go inside and 

rest, and we will meet shortly.”  

“Can’t I here?” Mrs. Kohár watched the strip of light. It had already distanced from the flowers, 

but it still had a good bit of its stretch to go.  

“Can’t what?” 

“Rest.” 

“Go on inside now, Mrs. Kohár. We are going inside too.” 

“I was so glad that we have such nice sunshine today.”  

“At five o’clock, when we shall be listening to the radio, the sun will shine just as nicely.”  

“Yes, but… I hope it won’t rain…” 

Comrade Balla put his hands on his hip.  

“Rest, comrades, rest!” 

The women disappeared behind the doors of their flats in a tick. Comrade Balla twirled his 

mustache once more, and shook his head with slight disapproval. Mrs. Kohár of course left 

everything behind on the yellow clinker tiles. Comrade Balla replaced the stool beside the wall, 

taking great care that it was in perfect alignment with the plaster and the patches of the bare wall. 

He was hardly done, when he picked up the stool again to see why it wobbled, and decided right 

away that he would repair it as soon as he could find the time. 

He pushed the flower box exactly to the far end of the strip of light. This way the geraniums 

would not miss out on a single second of sunshine.  

He contentedly stroked the ribbed beater sitting tight on his chest. His eyes met those of Mrs. 

Kohár blinking anxiously from behind the curtain. He waved to her, then turned around, and 

headed back to his own place in his squishy galoshes. On the way he pondered on the opinion 

formed of him in the house, which of course he was well aware of, and thought it to be correct: 

Comrade Balla is stern, orderly, methodic, sometimes awfully strict and scary, but he has a heart 

of gold.  

 

 

 

 

 

Translated from Hungarian by Peter Papolczy 

 

 

 

 


